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ABSTRACT

1 INTRODUCTION

Graphical passwords leverage the picture superiority eﬀect to
enhance memorability, and reﬂect today’s haptic users’
interaction realms. Images related to users’ past sociocultural
experiences (e.g., retrospective) enable the creation of memorable
and secure passwords, while randomly system-assigned images
(e.g., generic) lead to easy-to-predict hotspot regions within
graphical password schemes. What remains rather unexplored is
whether the image type could be inferred during the password
creation. In this work, we present a between-subjects user study
in which 37 participants completed a recall-based graphical
password creation task with retrospective and generic images,
while we were capturing their visual behavior. We found that
the image type can be inferred within a few seconds in real-time.
User adaptive mechanisms might beneﬁt from our work’s
ﬁndings, by providing users early feedback whether they are
moving towards the creation of a weak graphical password.

Intelligent user authentication schemes are moving in the center
of attention lately [1-4] since it is known that non-agile user
authentication approaches fail to assist users with the creation of
secure and memorable passwords. Focusing on graphical user
authentication (GUA) schemes, which require users to select
images (or parts thereof) as their secret password, state-of-theart research has provided evidence that the image content used
during graphical password creation impacts the security and
memorability of the potential user-selected password.
Various GUA schemes follow either a predeﬁned approach
for the image content used during password creation [2, 5] or
allow end-users to provide it [6, 7]. Such approaches introduce
limitations; When image content is delivered randomly, the
memorability of the graphical password is limited since users
cannot easily connect prior experiences in their episodic
memory with the depicted generic content [8, 9]. When users are
allowed to upload image content, security and privacy
considerations arise since users tend to create easily guessable
passwords [9] and could violate the privacy of people depicted in
the uploaded images [10]. Recent works [4, 11] revealed that
image content related to users’ past sociocultural experiences
(retrospective approach) assists users with the creation of more
memorable and secure graphical passwords, which opened new
perspectives for leveraging on users’ episodic memories in the
design of adaptive GUA schemes that aim to deliver personalized
image content during password creation.
Despite the large research eﬀorts on the approaches used for
the delivery of image content within GUA schemes, users tend to
select easily predictable graphical passwords. This can be
attributed to the existence of hotspots (areas of interest on an
image that attract users to select them), therefore, several works
focused on alleviating the hotspots issue, mainly by limiting the
available choices during password creation [2, 5, 15]. What
remains rather unexplored is whether we could predict in realtime if during graphical password creation users are processing
either generic image content, which could lead them in making
hotspots selections, or retrospective image content which could
lead them in making selections based on their prior sociocultural
experiences and episodic memories while avoiding hotspots
selections. Considering that hotspots selections inﬂuence
negatively the strength of the graphical passwords, such
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predictions are of major importance and could provide early
feedback to users whether they are moving towards the creation
of an insecure graphical password.
A good indicator of estimating the type of image content a
user is processing during graphical password creation is her
visual behavior with respect to the hotspots regions of the
image. Hence, this work aims to investigate whether the type of
image content could be predicted in real-time using eye-tracking
data. We envision that such knowledge will assist GUA scheme
designers with the design of assistive and/or adaptive
mechanisms within GUA schemes, as well as assist end-users
with the creation of more secure and memorable passwords.

allowed: taps, lines and circles. The image is divided in a grid
containing 100 segments on the longest side and scaled
accordingly on the shortest side. The mechanism allows for a
tolerance distance (36 segments around each selected segment
are acceptable), but there is no tolerance regarding the ordering,
type and directionality of the gestures.

2 RELATED WORK
Numerous studies revealed that various images are susceptible to
hotspots [12, 13], thus leading to the creation of easily
predictable passwords [14]. Several works focused on preventing
users from making poor password selections, mainly by limiting
the available choices during password creation. Chiasson et al.
[15] proposed a scheme in which users’ choices are limited to
one click-point per image for a total of ﬁve images. In their
subsequent work [5], they used a viewport that highlights a
random small area of the image to persuade users selecting
passwords that are less likely to include salient regions. Using
saliency maps, Bulling et al. [2] proposed to hide potential
hotspots from being part of the users’ passwords. Thorpe et al.
[16] used the “presentation eﬀect”, which gradually reveals the
underlying image, to inﬂuence users’ choices during password
creation. Likewise, Katsini et al. [17] used a fade-out eﬀect that
starts from the highest saliency mask level and gradually reveals
the background image based on users’ cognitive styles.
Prior research introduced eye-tracking metrics across diverse
domains such as gaze-based authentication schemes [2, 18, 19],
biometrics authentication [20, 21], security quantiﬁcation based
on users’ visual behavior on the image(s) [22], inference of FD-I
cognitive style from visual search and visual decision-making
tasks [23], and elicitation of individual cognitive diﬀerences
during graphical password creation [1]. However, to the best of
authors’ knowledge, no research attempts have been made to
predict in real-time whether users are processing retrospectivebased image content in GUA schemes using eye-tracking data.

3 USER STUDY
3.1 Research Question
RQ: Is it feasible to use eye-tracking data to predict the type of
image content used (generic vs. retrospective) during graphical
password creation? If so, what are the most predictive features?

3.2 Study Instruments and Metrics
Graphical User Authentication Scheme. We implemented a
Web-based picture password mechanism (Figure 1), similar to
Windows 10TM PGA [7]. This is a cued-recall GUA scheme, in
which users can create gesture-based passwords on a
background image that acts as a cue. Three types of gestures are

Figure 1: The recall-based PGA scheme used in our study.
Users could create a graphical password by drawing three
gestures; any combination of taps, lines, and circles.
Image Types. We chose two speciﬁc image sets (Figure 2): i)
retrospective images: images highly related to the participants’
daily life context, e.g., sceneries of a University campus such as
lab rooms, cafeteria, etc.; and ii) generic images: images
illustrating generic content unfamiliar to the users, e.g., with
generic sceneries and people. The selection of images was based
on existing research that has shown that users tend to select
images illustrating people [24, 36] and scenery [24, 25].
Considering that image complexity and number of hotspots
aﬀects the password strength [17, 26], we chose images of
similar complexity using saliency maps [27] and entropy
estimators [28].

Figure 2: A generic image depicting a generic scenery with
people (left), and a retrospective image depicting a lab
room at the participants’ university (right).
Apparatus. The study was conducted using an All-in-One HP
personal computer with a 24" monitor at a screen resolution of
1920x1080 pixels. To capture the eye metrics, we used the
Gazepoint GP3 video-based eye tracker [29]. No equipment was
attached to the participants.
Eye Metrics. Following common practices, we selected ﬁxation
count and ﬁxation duration as suggested in [30]. Since the
determinant factor relates to hotspots, we take into
consideration the ﬁxation count and ﬁxation duration on the

hotspots regions of the image. For each of these basic measures,
we included computed features, as discussed in [31]. For ﬁxation
count, we calculated the total number of ﬁxations and the
ﬁxation rate, while for ﬁxation duration we calculated the sum,
mean, max, and std. deviation.

3.3 Classiﬁcation Setup
We treated the prediction of the image content type as a
classiﬁcation task using the discussed eye metrics. Based on
Toker’s et al. [32], we divided the activity time in time-slots of 1
second, which start with the user’s ﬁrst engagement with the
password creation task and last until the mean time required to
complete the task. We posit that users’ visual behavior with
respect to hotspots could be captured from the beginning of the
password creation task until the time-slot in which the ﬁrst
gesture has been created. In each time-slot, the image content
type was classiﬁed either as generic or retrospective for the
combination of the aforementioned eye metrics, and an accuracy
rate was calculated. We also compared the classiﬁcation results
with those of the baseline model (i.e., type of image content is
classiﬁed in each time-slot according to a Dummy classiﬁer that
makes predictions based on the most frequent class value).
Since classiﬁcations are done in increasing time-slots within
the password creation task, there are cases where users complete
the task in less than the mean time. To ensure that the results
are not biased, these users are removed from the dataset at those
time-slots, given that some metrics are correlated with time (e.g.,
ﬁxation duration). Moreover, the baseline, which is based on the
Dummy classiﬁer, is re-calculated in each time-slot.

3.4 Sampling and Procedure
Participants. A total of 37 individuals (13 females) participated
in the study, ranging in age between 20-32 years old (m=24,
sd=3.1). Participants were split evenly into two groups, and the
image type was randomly varied across all users. To increase the
internal validity of the study, we recruited participants that had
no prior experience with PGA-like mechanisms, and had spent
the last three years at the University campus, assuming they
would have had experiences within the University’s context.
Experimental Design and Procedure. All participants
performed the task in a quiet lab room with only the researcher
present. To avoid any bias eﬀects, no details regarding the
research objective were revealed to the participants. The study
involved the following steps: ﬁrst, participants were informed
that the collected data would be stored anonymously and would
be used only for research purposes, and they signed a consent
form. Then, they completed a questionnaire on demographics
and the eye-calibration process followed. Next, they familiarized
themselves with the process of drawing gestures. Half of the
participants received a selection of nine retrospective images,
and the other half a selection of nine generic images.
Participants were then requested to create a user account in
order to access an online service. First, they created a username
and then they selected one image out of the nine available
images, on which they drew three gestures using a mouse. To

conﬁrm their password, they were requested to reproduce the
initial three gestures.

3.5 Analysis of Results
To investigate our RQ we used Python scikit-learn module
(https://scikit-learn.org). In order to avoid overfitting, we used a
10-fold cross-validation. We tested various classifiers (Logistic
Regression, k-Nearest Neighbors, Naïve Bayes, and Support
Vector Machines) to predict the correctly classified instances,
with Logistic Regression (LR) providing the best accuracy.
Results (Figure 3) revealed that the highest accuracy (i.e., 83%)
of the classifier was achieved at the 5th second. We should note
that the mean time-slot for the creation of the first gesture was
the 5th and the 7th second for the generic image group and the
retrospective image group respectively. Considering that a user’s
data might be removed at any given time-slot, given that she had
finished with the creation of her first gesture, we did not
consider the eye metrics after the 8th second as the sample
becomes very small. Nonetheless, there was an upward trend for
the accuracy of LR for the combined features after the 3rd second.
The observed high prediction accuracies at an early stage are
of major importance for the current work, considering that the
aim is to identify the image type at early stages of graphical
password creation. Such knowledge will enable the delivery of
assistive and/or adaptive mechanisms within GUA schemes,
which could provide early feedback to users whether they are
moving towards the creation of an insecure graphical password,
even before they ﬁnalize their selections, and could inﬂuence
them towards creating more secure and memorable passwords.
Moving towards this direction, the LR classiﬁer achieved
maximum accuracy (i.e., 83%) at the 5th time-slot and performed
better than the baseline across all time-slots. Table 1
summarizes the model evaluation metrics.
We found that the most eﬀective metric was the sum of
ﬁxation duration on hotspots at the mean time-slots (5th and 7th
second for the creation of the ﬁrst gesture) across groups. This
can be attributed to the visual behavior diﬀerences occurred due
to the image content (generic vs. retrospective). Users from the
generic image group might have exhibited longer ﬁxations on
hotspots possibly due to the fact that they could not easily
connect prior experiences in their episodic memory with the
depicted generic content [8, 9], therefore, they focused on the
easy-to-remember hotspots. However, users from the
retrospective image group might have spent more time ﬁxating

Figure 3: Classiﬁcation accuracy across time-slots.

1
2
3

Precision
(weighted
average)
39%
85%
83%

Recall
(weighted
average)
62%
75%
50%

4

80%

67%

67%

5

88%

83%

83%

6

36%

60%

50%

7

83%

67%

75%

8

25%

50%

50%

Time in
seconds

AUC
50%
80%
67%

Most Predictive Metrics
(Higher to Lower Importance of
Coefficients)
fix. dur. -0.20; rate 0.23; sum -0.20
fix. dur. std -0.43; max -0.42; count 0.34
fix. dur. max -0.44; fix. count; 0.43;
fix. dur. sum -0.40
fix. dur. 0.61; sum -0.61; fix. count 0.35
fix. dur. sum -0.80; fix. dur. -0.47;
fix. count 0.37
fix. dur. sum -0.78; fix. count 0.29;
fix. count rate 0.29
fix. dur. sum -0.38; fix. count -0.13;
fix. dur. max -0.13
fix. count -0.46; fix. dur. max 0.26;
fix. count -0.19

Table 1: Model evaluation metrics along with the most
predictive features at each time-slot.
on non-hotspots possibly due to the fact that the retrospective
content triggered users’ episodic memories [34], therefore, they
focused on regions related to their prior experiences and
memories while avoiding long ﬁxations on hotspots.
We further conducted a per-second analysis of the total
number of ﬁxations and the ﬁxations on hotspots for each group
(Figure 4). The analysis revealed that while the two groups
exhibited a similar number of ﬁxations overall, however, the
generic group exhibited higher number of ﬁxations on hotspots
throughout the session. Also, users of the generic group
exhibited more and longer ﬁxations on hotspots vs. non-hotspots
compared to the retrospective group, as depicted in Figure 5
(left) and Figure 5 (right) respectively.

4 DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS
We investigated the feasibility of building a classifier that
predicts the type of the image content a user is processing, after
collecting a few seconds of eye-tracking data during graphical
password creation. Our classifier (based on Logistic Regression)
outperformed the baseline dummy classifier across all time-slots.
Considering that the image content impacts the security and
memorability of the user-chosen passwords [4, 8, 11, 12, 13], the
classiﬁer could be used in the design of real-time assistive and/or
adaptive mechanisms within GUA schemes, or in combination
with adaptive policies [33, 35] to provide appropriate
mechanisms for password creation and/or login. For example,
users could get early feedback about the image content used for
their password creation and the mechanism could suggest users
to upload again or recommend them a diﬀerent set of images in
an iterative way until it detects that users will potentially create
a strong and memorable graphical password by considering their
visual behavior with respect to the hotspots regions of the
image. Such knowledge is important since more and longer
ﬁxations on hotspots increase the likelihood that users will
potentially choose them as part of their passwords.
Limitations. Despite our efforts to keep the validity of the
study, some design aspects of the experiment introduce
limitations. First, we used specific background images in order to
control the factors of the study (generic vs. retrospective).
Although users’ choices may be affected by the content and
complexity of the image [24, 26], we provided images of the most
widely used image categories (depicting scenery [24] and people
[24, 36]) and of similar complexity. Expansion of our research
will consider a greater variety of image categories in order to
increase the validity of the study. Moreover, considering that we
conducted a controlled in-lab eye-tracking study, the users’
selections might have been influenced, however, no such
comment was received from our participants at the informal
discussions that followed the task completion.

5 CONCLUSIONS
Figure 4: Number of ﬁxations (total and on hotspots)
throughout the password creation phase.

In this work we have shown that users’ visual behavior can be
predictive of the type of image content they are processing at an
early stage of graphical password creation task. Identifying the
users’ intentions with respect to hotspots at the initial stages of
password creation could be used to introduce assistive
mechanisms to help users with the creation of more secure and
memorable passwords. Initial results are encouraging for further
investigating various experimental designs for improving the
accuracy of real-time classifiers within GUA schemes.
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